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Abstract—A Cyber-Physical System (CPS) comprises the integration of computation, software, networking, and physical
processes. Consequently, CPS models extend traditional embedded system models with an increased support for hybrid and
heterogeneous models, networking, time synchronization, and
especially interoperability. To assist engineers in designing CPSs,
we have developed aDSL, a Domain-Specific Language (DSL)
that comes with fully-automated tool support and is tailored
to interoperability of CPS. The aDSL tool support includes:
(i) interactive model description with input validation; (ii) the
computation of possible operation modes of subsystems and
parts; and, (iii) checking the adherence to requirements for
various design alternatives and finding the Pareto optimal designs
given these requirements. Moreover, aDSL generates intuitive visualizations throughout the toolchain which help design engineers
to better understand the implications of design decisions and
communicate them to stakeholders. aDSL has been applied to
an agricultural tractor-trailer system case study in which aDSL
quickly evaluated 48 designs and rendered all the visualizations
of the results.

I. I NTRODUCTION
An embedded system is a computer system that has a
dedicated function within a larger system [1], [2]. Many of the
commonly used devices nowadays are embedded systems [3].
They range from simple digital watches to complex systems,
such as medical machines [4], [5]. An embedded system is
often used to perform safety critical tasks, which makes its
malfunctioning prone to serious injury and fatalities, such as
with medical systems [4], [5].
Multiple approaches exist that include safety and performance evaluation of an embedded system as an integral part of
the design process. For instance, a Domain Specific Language
(DSL) for collision prevention of medical systems [6], [7] that
automatically transforms into executable code for functionality
[7], Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) to tackle safety
issues [8], [9], and Parallel Object-Oriented Specification
Language (POOSL) to simulate performance [10].
For another instance, a DSL is used to model serviceoriented systems [11]–[13]. After this, the model is automatically transformed into timed automata (TA) to compute
absolute latency bounds [11], [14] and probabilistic timed
automata (PTA) to compute latency distributions [15], [16]
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for each service. Moreover, visualizations are automatically
derived using Graphviz [17] and GNUplot [18].
Both these approaches take the impact of each design
decision immediately into account, which dramatically reduces
unexpected issues that are hard and costly to fix, especially
the ones detected late. Besides this, both approaches yield
a DSL that leads to: (i) solutions being expressed in the
idiom and abstraction level of the problem owner and relevant
stakeholders; (ii) validation at the domain level; (iii) new
insights to the system developers; and, (iv) transformations
into new languages for evaluation.
In this paper, we propose a similar approach for cyberphysical systems (CPSs). However, A CPS comprises the
integration of computation, software, networking, and physical processes [19], [20]. This calls for a System-of-Systems
(SoSs, [21])) approach in which many embedded systems
and networks monitor and control the physical processes.
Consequently, a CPS model extends an embedded system
model with increased support for hybrid and heterogeneous
models [22], networking, time synchronization [20], and interoperability [23]. Furthermore, well-designed abstractions and
architectures are crucial for composability [24], [25] and the
OS/programming language [26] split needs to be removed for
increased flexibility and efficiency at the sensor and actuator
level. The current approaches for embedded systems are not
adequate for evaluating the safety and performance of a CPS.
In this paper, an approach is introduced which encompasses
a DSL named aDSL, which in particular addresses the interoperability of CPSs. aDSL comes with fully automated
tool support. The language supports: (i) a system comprising
subsystems and parts; (ii) operation spaces of subsystems
and parts; (iii) a design space that enables the investigation
of many design alternatives; and, (iv) requirements which
can be used to represent safety and performance properties.
Additionally, tool support includes: (i) interactive input with
input validation; (ii) the computation of possible operation
modes of subsystems and parts; (iii) checking the adherence to
requirements for different designs and finding optimal designs;
and, (iv) visualizations that enable the system designer to
understand and communicate the results.
This paper is further organized as follows. Section II
provides literature on interoperability and CPS. Section III

presents the gaps to be bridged. Section IV introduces a formal
model for the interoperability of CPSs. Section V conveys
tool support that specifies the semantics of the formal model.
Section VI concludes the paper. Finally, the appendix contains
the grammar of the model.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. CPS
A CPS is a feedback system that is adaptive, intelligent,
real-time, and distributed; it is controlled or monitored by
computer-based algorithms. A CPS integrates [19], [20] embedded systems, human users, networks [27], and physical
systems that are inherently concurrent [28], [29]. Hence, a
CPS can be depicted as SoS.
CPSs are often driven by: (i) wireless communication
devices; (ii) abundant internet bandwidth; (iii) increased energy availability; (iv) low-cost, low-power, high-capacity and
small form computing devices; and, (v) small, low-cost and
increased capability sensors [27].
Specifying, modeling and analyzing a CPS requires a hybrid
and heterogeneous model that incorporates networking, interoperability, performance and dependability. On top of that,
expertise from many disciplines is needed, such as signal
processing [27], design, process science, control engineering
[27], computer engineering, electronics, telecommunications
engineering, systems engineering, mechanical engineering [27]
and cybernetics. CPSs are widespread [29], [30]; they can
be found, among others, in the field of aerospace, civil
infrastructure, chemical processes, transportation, automotive,
healthcare, energy, manufacturing, and agriculture.
A CPS shares commonalities with the following three
concepts. First, CPS and Internet of Things share similar
architectures, but the former provides more combination and
coordination between physical and computational elements
on top of this. Second, a CPS puts emphasis on the link
between the computational and physical elements, whereas
an embedded system tends to focus on the computational
elements [19]. Third, Industry 4.0 includes CPSs but moreover
incorporates aspects of cloud and cognitive computing [31],
[32].
B. Interoperability
Interoperability is concerned with systems and parts working together. Interoperability can be found in software [23],
telecommunications [33], organization, and public safety [34].
Interoperability may involve exchanges between: (i) a range
of products; (ii) similar products from different vendors; and,
(iii) post and future revision of the same product.
Interoperability either relies on an open standard or is
brought about in a post-facto way. An open standard is
achieved via an implementation, representation, release and
foundation, e.g., the International System for Agricultural
Science and Technology [35]. In the latter case, one vendor
sets the standard and tends to make it hard for competitors
to adopt the standard. Nevertheless, post-facto interoperability

can be useful to integrate components that are written in
incompatible languages and use distinct protocols [36].
There are different measures for the degree of interoperability of which we mention three. First, the interoperability ladder [37] distinguishes technical, syntactic, semantic and conceptual interoperability. Similarly, the ATHENA integration
framework [38] addresses the levels data, service, processes
and enterprise. Finally, LCIM extended [39] covers conceptual
interoperability with levels none, technical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, dynamic, and conceptual.
C. CPS and interoperability
CPS and interoperability are closely related concepts; the
heterogeneous, SoSs structure of a CPS calls for mechanisms
that allow its (sub)systems and parts to operate together.
Hence, a mix of technologies and tools is needed. We mention
a number of approaches that address the interoperability of
CPSs, as follows.
In various approaches, a service-oriented architecture [32],
[40]–[43] is used to: (i) enable networking and communication
via open standards; (ii) provide flexibility; and, (iii) construct
a SoSs architecture.
Other approaches emphasize modeling a CPS: In [44], three
abstraction levels are suggested, viz., logical representation,
virtual interoperability representation, and a CPS system.
iCyPhy [45] advocates a model-based approach to generate
system modeling, design and analysis tools and methodologies. Finally, Modelica [46] is a language that is tailored to
modeling and simulating complex CPSs.
III. G AP ANALYSIS
In Section I, we have addressed two DSL-based approaches
[7], [11] for evaluating the safety and performance of embedded systems, which are not adequate for CPSs. Section II
discussed existing approaches that address the safety and performance of CPSs, which take advantage of service-oriented
architectures and model-based approaches, respectively. However, they lack some advantages DSL-approaches provide, e.g.,
reasoning at the level of the problem and transformations into
multiple languages for evaluation. In the following, we address
three categories of gaps to bridge that enable a DSL-approach
for CPSs, viz., modeling a CPS, modeling requirements of a
CPS, and Design Space Exploration (DSE, [47]–[49]).
A. Modeling a CPS
A system designer models a CPS. This call for a language:
G1.1 that is tailored to modeling CPSs,
G1.2 that is formal and expressive enough to support
unambiguous definition and reasoning,
G1.3 that is concise and as simple as possible to enable
effective communication with stakeholders,
G1.4 that is easy to understand by the system designer,
i.e., it uses the system designer’s domain, concepts,
G1.5 that can address interoperability; connecting systems
happens on the basis of on shared operation modes.

B. Modeling requirements of a CPS
In this paper, we focus on the requirements that are related
to interoperability (see G1.5), which, however, can indirectly
be concerned with safety and performance. A requirement:
G2.1 constraints the allowed operation modes,
G2.2 belongs to a distinct category, which corresponds to
an owner to the requirement.
C. Design space exploration
DSE concerns finding an optimal design among many
possible designs. This calls for an approach that:
G3.1 automatically evaluates and compares many designs,
G3.2 takes full advantage of the system designer’s domain
expertise by presenting its results comprehensively.
IV. F ORMAL MODEL FOR CPS INTEROPERABILITY
Next, we attempt to formally bridge the gaps of Section III.
For this purpose, we have constructed a DSL named aDSL
using Eclipse for DSLs [50]. This section presents the model.
The appendix conveys the corresponding grammar (see Table II), whereas Table I contains an illustrative case study.
At its highest level of hierarchy, an aDSL instance comprises four concepts (see Table IIa), as follows. First, an aDSL
instance comprises one top-level system, i.e, the CPS under
study, and zero or more subsystems. Moreover, a system has
at least one subsystem or part that constitute that system.
Second, an aDSL instance encompasses zero or more parts.
On top of that, a system and a part have an operation space
(to be discussed later).
Third, one or more requirements limit the operation space.
Fourth, a design space consists of a number of dimensions
which in turn comprise a number of values. Next, we discuss
the aforementioned concepts in more detail.
A. A formal model for a system
As mentioned, an aDSL instance comprises one top-level
system, i.e., the actual CPS under study, followed by zero or
more subsystems. A system has a name, an operation space
(to be explained in Section IV-C), and one or more so-called
SystemOrParts. A SystemOrPart is either a recursively defined
system, i.e., System, or a part, i.e., Part (to be explained in
Section IV-B), or a reference to a system, i.e., AbstractSystem,
or a reference to a part i.e., AbstractPart, or a number of design
alternatives, i.e., DesAlt (to be explained in Section IV-E). The
corresponding grammar can be found in Table IIb.
Case study: Section “system” (in Table Ia) conveys that
the Top-level system TractorTrailorCombination comprises an
AbstractSystem Tractor that refers to tractor and a DesAlt
trailor. In turn, System tractor encompasses an AbstractSystem Transmission referring to trans and an AbstractSystem
Fuel referring to fuel. Finally, system trans comprises DesAlt
transmission, whereas System fuel contains DesAlt engineFuel.

TABLE I: The code of the case study
(a) “System”
Section system
Top-level System TractorTrailorCombination
OperationSpace () {
AbstractSystem Tractor tractor
DesAlt(trailor) {
chiselPlow
AbstractPart trailorChiselPlow TrailorChiselPlow
trailortiller AbstractPart trailorTiller TrailorTiller
chaserbin AbstractPart chaserBin ChaserBin
notrailor Part NoTrailor
OperationSpace ( load [0 0] activity { none })}
System tractor OperationSpace () {
AbstractSystem Transmission trans
AbstractSystem Fuel fuel }
System trans OperationSpace() { DesAlt (transmission){
unsynchronized Part transUnsynchronized
OperationSpace ( driverSkills {advanced moderate
easy} continousOperation { no } gears [ 1 24 ] )
doubleClutch Part transDoubleClutch
OperationSpace ( driverSkills { moderate easy }
gears[ 1 2 4])
CVT Part transCVT
OperationSpace ( driverSkills {easy}
efficiency { frictionLoss } gears [ 1 1000 ] )}}
System fuel OperationSpace () { DesAlt (engineFuel){
steam Part fuelSteam
OperationSpace (pollution [5 10] speed [0 30] )
diesel Part fuelDiesel
OperationSpace (pollution [4 8] fuelConsumption [3 5]
speed [0 40] price { medium high } )
gasoline Part fuelGasoline
OperationSpace(pollution [2 5] fuelConsumption [4 10]
speed [0 50] price { medium high })
electric Part fuelElectric
OperationSpace(pollution [0 4] fuelConsumption [8 12]
speed [0 55] price { high })}}}
(b) “Part”
Section part
Part TrailorChiselPlow
OperationSpace ( speed [0 25] agility { low veryLow }
activity { plow } )
Part TrailorTiller
OperationSpace ( speed [0 25] agility { low veryLow }
activity { till } )
Part ChaserBin
OperationSpace ( speed [0 15] agility { veryLow }
activity { harvest } )
(c) “Requirements”
Section requirements
Legal Requirement speedRange
minimum OperationSpace ( speed [5 15] )
maximum OperationSpace ( speed [0 45] )
Business Requirement fuelAndPurchaseCosts
maximum OperationSpace
( fuelConsumption [0 20] price {medium})
Design Requirement operability
maximum OperationSpace ( driverSkills easy )
(d) “Design space”
Section design space
DesignSpace (
trailor {chiselPlow trailortiller chaserbin notrailor}
transmission { unsynchronized doubleClutch CVT }
engineFuel { steam diesel gasoline electric } )

B. A formal model for a part

E. A formal model for a design space

A part has a name and operation space (to be explained in
Section IV-C) like a system, but lacks SystemOrParts. Hence,
a part can be depicted as an elementary building block out of
which systems are built. This is illustrated by the grammar in
Table IIb.

A design space provides a shorthand representation of many
designs that differ on one or a few aspects. To this end, a
design space is presented as n dimensions that each in turn
contain a number of values. The design space is then defined as
the n-ary Cartesian product of the n dimensions. Each element
of the design space is a so-called design, design instance or
design alternative. The grammar can be found in Table IIe.

Case study: Section “system” (of Table Ia) contains
seven parts: transUnsynchronized, transDoubleClutch, transCVT,fuelSteam, fuelDiesel, fuelGasoline, and fuelElectric,
which each have their own operation space. There are also
three abstract parts, viz., trailorChiselPlow, trailorTiller and
chaserBin, which are implemented in Section “part” (see
Table Ib) as TrailorChiselPlow, TrailorIiller and Chaserbin,
respectively.

Case study: Section “design space” (of Table Id) contains
three dimensions, as follows. A tractor and trailor are connected to interoperate. A tractor can have three transmissions
and four engine fuels. Moreover, each of these tractor combinations can be connected to four trailors. We derive that the
design space has 3 ? 4 ? 4 = 48 designs.
F. A formal model for a design alternative

C. A formal model for an operation space
An operation space represents a number of operational
modes. For this purpose, we represent an operation space as a
number of operation dimensions. A dimension contains either
a finite number of elements, i.e., OperationDimensionValue, or
is a real number range bounded by a minimum and maximum
value, i.e., OperationDimensionInterval. A system and a part
have an operating space to specify the operation modes they
support. In contrast, a requirement uses operation spaces to
specify a minimum and maximum bound on operation modes
(to be explained in Section IV-D). The corresponding grammar
can be found in Table IIc.
Additionally, we define an operation mode (not further
addressed it in this paper) as a number of dimensions, each
having exactly one value. Namely, an operation mode is
an element of an operation space when the operation space
contains the corresponding values for all the dimensions.

A design alternative, i.e., DesAlt, has a design dimension
name and a SystemOrPart for each value of this dimension
(as defined in Section IV-E). A design alternative introduces
a so-called variation point, viz., during evaluation, one of the
SystemOrParts is selected depending on the dimension value
of the design at hand. The corresponding grammar is revealed
in Table IIe.
Case study: Section “system” (in Table Ia) conveys that
the Top-level system TractorTrailorCombination comprises a
DesAlt trailor. This DesAlt has four SystemOrParts, viz.,
chiselPlow, trailortiller, chaserbin, or notrailor. One of these
SystemOrParts is selected during evaluation on the basis of
the design at hand. For instance, when this DesAlt is evaluted for design (chaserbin, CV T, steam), which has value
chaserbin for dimension trailor, the result will be AbstractPart
chaserBin.
V. F ORMAL TOOLCHAIN FOR CPS INTEROPERABILITY

Case study: Operation spaces are widespread in the model
(as can be seen in Table Ia, Ib and Ic). For instance, the operation space of part TrailorChiselPlow has three dimensions,
viz., speed has range [0 : 25], agility has values “low” and
“veryLow”, and activity has value “plow”. For illustration, the
operation mode (speed:16, agility:low, activity:plow) is part of
this operation space.

Section IV introduced the aDSL model. Here, the aDSL
semantics is provided by explaining how aDSL instances are
evaluated and transformed into results, using three steps: (i)
the system designer models a CPS (see Section V-A); (ii)
aDSL evaluates the operation spaces of all subsystems (see
Section V-B); and, (iii) aDSL evaluates the adherence to
requirements for all subsystems and looks for the optimal
designs (see Section V-C).

D. A formal model for a requirement

A. Modeling a CPS using an IDE

A requirement restricts the allowed operation modes. This is
represented by a minimum and maximum operation space. For
this purpose, an ordering on operation spaces is needed (to be
introduced in Section V-C). On top of that, a requirement has
a category, e.g., legal, ethical and business. Table IId presents
the grammar.

The system designer interactively creates aDSL models
using the Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE
[51]); as the system designer types, the IDE shows feedback
messages next to the code. To not overload the system designer
with too much information, we define four levels of feedback
messages: (i) Syntax: the standard Eclipse functionality, e.g.,
syntax checking and highlighting, as well as input completion;
(ii) Concepts: making sure systems and parts have unique
names and validating system and part references; (iii) Cycles:
detecting cycles that may be introduced by system references;
and, (iv) Guidance: displaying the designs that meet certain

Case study: Section “requirements” (of Table Ic) has three
requirements: speedRange, i.e,. a minimum and maximum
speed, fuelAndPurchaseCosts, i.e., a maximum fuel consumption and price, and operability, i.e., demanding easy operation.
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requirements for each requirement. Given this, aDSL only
shows messages of a certain level when there are no messages
of lower levels to show. For instance, messages of type (iii)
are only shown when there are neither messages of type (ii)
nor messages of type (i) left to show.
After a valid model has been generated, aDSL automatically
generates a visualization of the the model structure for each
design. For illustration, Figure 1a visualizes the generated
model of the use case of the previous section for design
(chaserbin, cvt, diesel). In Figure 1b, we zoom in on the
top-level system and its two subsystems.
B. Evaluating the operation spaces of all subsystems
At this stage, the operation spaces of all subsystems are
computed for each design, as follows. For each system, the
operation spaces of all its underlying SystemOrParts and itself
are merged into a new operation space, which is then assigned
to the system. Function M∗ is used for merging, which takes
a number of operation spaces and returns one operation space
with the intersection of all operation modes. It is defined as follows. Let O1 and O2 be operation spaces, represented as sets of
dimension and values pairs. Then function M(O1 , O2 ) = Oo
takes two operation spaces and merges them into one operation
space Oo , using the following three generation rules:
• If (d : v) ∈ O1 and 6 ∃x(d : x) ∈ O2 , then (d : v) ∈ Oo
• If (d : v) ∈ O2 and 6 ∃x(d : x) ∈ O1 , then (d : v) ∈ Oo
0
0
• If (d : v) ∈ O1 and (d : v ) ∈ O2 , then (d : v ∩ v ) ∈ Oo
where (v1 ∩v2 ) is either the overlap of intervals for an interval
dimension, or the shared values for a finite value dimension.
Next, function M∗ , which is used to merge many operation
spaces, is defined by induction using base case M∗ (O1 , O2 ) =
M(O1 , O2 ) and inductive step M∗ (O1 , O2 , · · · , On ) =
M(O1 , M∗ (O2 , · · · , On )).
aDSL applies M∗ in a bottom up way; the subsystems at
the lowest level are evaluated first and the top-level system and
subsystems inherit dimensions from all their children. Thus,
the top-level system and subsystems at a higher level tend to
end up with operation spaces that contain more dimensions.
Case study: Figure 2 extends Figure 1 with the evaluated
operation modes and the outcomes for the requirements.
Figure 2a contains a overall view of the structure and operation
modes for design (chaserbin, cvt, diesel). Figure 2b zooms
in on the top-level system, which has an operation space
with relatively many dimensions (due to inheritance from all
subsystems). The design satisfies the requirements speedRange
and operability, but dissatisfies fuelAndPurchaseCosts due to
the high value for price.
C. Evaluating the adherence to the requirements
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Fig. 1: The structure of CPS design (chaserbin,cvt,diesel),
automatically generated with GraphViz [17].
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to determine if an operation space meets a requirement, as
follows. Operation spaces can comprise different dimensions,
hence, aDSL only considers the common dimensions for comparison. Let O1 and O2 be operation spaces, represented as
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price: { medium high }
agility : { very Low }
pollution: [ 4 : 8 ]
fuelConsumption: [ 3 : 5 ]
gears: [ 1 : 1000 ]
speed: [ 0 : 15 ]

111
(chaserbin,CVT,steam)
(chiselPlow,CVT,steam)
(trailortiller,CVT,steam)
(notrailor,CVT,steam)

speedRange operability

(b) The top-level system

Fig. 2: The evaluation of CPS design (chaserbin,cvt,diesel),
automatically generated with GraphViz [17].
Sy stemID

DesAlt

Tractor

trailor

(b) Pareto-optimal designs

Fig. 3: Designs ordered by the requirements they meet,
automatically generated with GraphViz [17].

110

(trailortiller,unsy nch
(notrailor,unsy nchr

(notrailor,doubleC
(chaserbin,double
(chiselPlow,double
(chaserbin,unsy nch
(trailortiller,double
(chiselPlow,unsy nch

sets of dimension and values pairs. Then O1 ≤ O2 implies that
(d : v) ∈ O1 → (6 ∃x(d : x) ∈ O2 ) ∨ ((d : x) ∈ O2 ∧ v ⊆ x).
That is, when O1 comprises dimension d, either O2 does not
comprise dimension d or O2 contains dimension d with at
least as many values for this dimension as O1 does. Note that
relation ≤ is a preorder, viz., it is partial ordering without the
antisymmetric property. For instance, if operation space O1
and O2 are different operation spaces, which each have values
for a single but different dimension, then both O1 ≤ O2 and
O2 ≤ O1 hold without O1 and O2 being equal to each other.
aDSL uses relation ≤ to determine which top-level systems
and subsystems meet which requirements, for all designs.
aDSL also visualizes the way designs meet the requirements
as a partial ordering.
Case study: Figure 3a shows, for all 48 designs, a overall view of the adherence to requirements at one glance,
viz., the ones and zeros in the titles of the rectangles encode meeting a requirement or not, respectively. For instance, designs that are categorized “110” meet the first and
second requirement (in order of occurrence in Table Ic),
but not the third one. Hence, designs that are categorized
“111” (see also Figure 3b), i.e., (chaserbin, CV T, stream),
(chiselP low, CV T, stream) ,(trailorT iller, CV T, steam),
and (notrailor, CV T, steam), meet all three requirements
and are thus Pareto optimal. aDSL evaluated all 48 CPS
designs and generated Figure 2 (for each design) and Figure 3
(once) in a matter of seconds.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
DSL-approaches to model embedded systems for safety
and performance evaluation exist for embedded systems, but
cannot directly be applied to CPSs. Meanwhile, the current CPS-approaches lack the advantages DSLs deliver, e.g.,
reasoning at the level of the problem and transformations
into multiple languages for evaluation. Therefore, we have
constructed aDSL, a DSL for modeling the interoperability
of CPSs with tool support.
In aDSL, requirements are modeled as interoperability
limits. Moreover, aDSL makes fully-automated design space
exploration possible via variation points in the model. In a
case study, aDSL evaluated 48 CPS designs, of which four
met all requirements, and rendered visualizations with results
in a matter of seconds.
In future work, we would like to investigate how the
requirements of an aDSL model are elicited and validated.
We envisage an approach in which requirements traceability
plays a major role and the tool support of aDSL is extended.
Furthermore, we plan to extend aDSL with advanced algorithms under-the-hood to automatically verify more properties
of a CPS, e.g., investigating timing and concurrency properties,
and performing fault tree analysis. Also, we would like to
automatically generate executable code.
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A PPENDIX
In this appendix, the grammar of aDSL (see Table II)
is presented in the Xtext [52] format. At its highest level
or hierarchy, it comprises a model that decomposes into
four sections, viz., a system and part, an operation space, a
requirement, and a design space section.
TABLE II: The grammar of aDSL
(a) Model
Model:
’Section
’Section
’Section
’Section

system’ ’Top-level’ cps=System s=System*
Part’ p=Part*
requirement’ requirements=Requirement*
design space’ ds=DesignSpace;
(b) System and part

System:
’System’ name=ID
oSpace+=OperationSpace
’{’ sop=SystemOrPart+ ’}’;
SystemOrPart: aSystem | SystemID | Part | PartID |
DesAlternative;
PartID: ’AbstractPart’ name=ID referencePartID=ID;
SystemID: ’AbstractSystem’ name=ID referenceSystemID=ID;
Part: ’Part’ name=ID oSpace=OperationSpace;
(c) Operation space
OperationSpace:
’OperationSpace’ ’(’ o+=OperationDimension* ’)’;
OperationDimension: OperationDimensionValue |
OperationDimensionInterval;
OperationDimensionValue: oModeDName=ID ’{’vals=ID+’}’;
OperationDimensionInterval:oModeDName=ID ’[’r+=Range’]’;
Range: begin=INT end=INT;
(d) Requirement
Requirement: rk=RequirementKind ’Requirement’ name=ID
(’minimum’o=OperationSpace)?
(’maximum’o=OperationSpace)?
RequirementKind: ’Legal’ | ’Ethical’ | ’Societal’ |
’Business’ | ’Functional’ | ’Performance’ | ’Design’ |
’Environmental’ | ’Physical’ | ’Resource’ | ’Other’;
(e) Design space
DesignSpace: ’DesignSpace’’(’ d+=DesignSpaceDimension+’)’;
DesignSpaceDimension: dsDimName=ID ’{’vals=ID+’}’;
DesAlternative: ’DesAlt’ ’(’ dsDimensionName=ID ’)’
’{’ dvsp=DesValueSystemOrPartPair+ ’}’;
DesValueSystemOrPartPair: ’{’dsVal=ID s=SystemOrPart’}’;

